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Dynamics 365 Deployment Services 
Superior consulting services for a more successful Dynamics 365 product implementation. 

Welcome to the UHS Logic Team. You have made a great partner choice, it’s important to get your new Dynamics 365 solution successfully configured and deployed. Using 

Microsoft’s AGILE SureStep Methodology and best deployment practices, our team of deployment specialists help make your Dynamics 365 rollout a success, enabling you 

to guarantee long-term advantages for your business and your IT environment. Together, we will ensure that your project outcomes are aligned with your objectives. 

Dynamics 365 Deployment Drivers 

■ Get your ROI faster: Access our accumulated product experience to accelerate your

technology configuration, manage change, improve user adoption and reduce the

time taken to complete your roll out by drawing on our knowledge base and best

practices.

■Optimise your operations: It is important that you start utilising the technology you

adopt quickly and efficiently to reduce the risk of service interruptions. Our experts

ensure that your deployment is complete and operational at all times to deliver the

value you need.

■ Maximise your investment: When Dynamics 365 is configured to suit your

businesses processes, you achieve maximal returns on your investment. We align

Dynamics 365 accurately with your business processes by allowing our team to

become an extension of yours and providing you with the knowledge and expertise

you need.

Successful Implementations 

A successful implementation allows your organisation to quickly realise the potential 

of Dynamics 365 and position it as a critical asset in your organisation. Adopting 

Dynamics 365 may seem like a straight-forward plan, but it can get complex as we 

tailor the system to your unique business requirements. Therefore, it is important to 

position the right resources in place in order to plan and execute a successful 

implementation. 

By utilising our deployment service, you speed up seeing the return on your 

investment, optimise your operations and maximise your efficiency. Our Dynamics 

365 deployment packages focus on the plan, design, and implementation phases of 

your Dynamics 365 Business Solution. 

Get our technical team on your side by speaking to one of our consultants on 

• (02) 8897 4665

• info@uhslogic.com.au

• www.uhslogic.com.au

mailto:info@uhslogic.com.au
http://www.uhslogic.com.au/
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Access our CRM Experts when needed 

Businesses find our Deployment Services extremely beneficial because they are able to access the expertise of our CRM teams. Our experts help guide your use of Dynamics 

365 as your business evolves. We take the time to understand your unique business needs and work with qualified experts to tailor your CRM system to your needs. Your 

dedicated consultant is also backed by a world-class team of CRM experts who can help should the need arise. 

KEY BENEFITS 

 

PREDICTABLE COSTS 

For a predictable monthly subscription, you’ll get inclusive, personalized support. 

You’ll know all costs up front so you can budget without any surprises. 

 

IMPROVED EFFICIENCY 

Having this access eliminates the need for you to hire your own CRM administrator 

internally. This saves time and costs and improves your efficiency without the need 

of having to worry about HR, training and turnover. 

 

STRATEGIC PLANNING 

We bring to you knowledge of how technology is transforming your industry. We 

believe that this is critical to your success and we work with you on developing a 

long-term strategic plan to stay ahead. 

 

SUCCESSFUL ADOPTION 

Our consultants are also trained to gain skills in managing organisational change. This 

means, we take technology adoption strategies personally and we love talking about 

change management. 

 

STRUCTURED ANALYSIS  

How often do you find yourself asking if your business process even makes sense? – 

our structured approach to business process analysis means you can now benchmark 

yourself against other businesses. 

 
 

 


